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FOREIYORD
This report presents the final results of one of the projects part1cpslng In the military-effect
programs c Operatiom Hurdtak. Overall information about this and the other mnlltary-effect
projects can be obtained from ri- 1660, the "Sammaur Report of the Cumamier, Task Unit
3" This tecbnkal summary includes: (1) taMes listing each detonstxth with Is yield, type,
envtronment, meteorological conditions, etc. ; (2) maps suwing shot locatst ; (3) dlcussloms
of results by progpam& (4) summaries c objectives, procedwues, rewats, etc., for all projects;
and (5) a listing of project reports for the military-effect programs.
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ABSTRACT
The objective was the measurement of time of arrival, peak overpressure, and pressure versus
time at five balloon-borne canisters suspended at various distances below a low-yield device
(Shot Yucca) detonated at a very-high altitude. In order to circumvent telemetry blackout, the
pressure data war to be stored on Internal recorders and then played back Into the telemeter
transmitters, as well as telemetered directly. A power failure In the receiving station just be-
fore soe time rendered the command transmitter inoperative; In eonsequence, the canister re-
corders could not be turned cm, and no delayed telemetertng was possible. Direct telemeterlng
was blacked out at the three closest canisters and the transmitter In the fourth had not responded
to the turn-on command signl before power failure occuired, but a direct telemetering signal
was received from the most-distant canister. An apparent presms-e sigal was recorded, but
the wave form was abnormal, and the time of arrival and peak overpressure appeared to be mu-
tually inconsistent. t is beUeved that the signal was spurious and may htve been produced by
damage to the canister. About 0.3 second after the arrival at the questkoemble pressure sipa-
tore, the radio-frequency carrier from this canister was loge, and so further data was obtained.
it s possible that the loss of signal represents the actual sheck-arrival time.
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PREFACE
One aspect of the very-high-altitude canister effort which demands recognitim is the fact that
Projects 1.10, 2.7, 8.2, and 9.2b simultaneously developed Inatrumentation amn equipment that S
was required to function electronically and mechanical•y an a system. Becaumse of the limited
time available for research and development, some of the final modifications to eswre com-
patibility had to be carried out in the field In the last few days before the shnt. Tb. fact that
the equipment for the entire program was ready an time and was launched with a reasonble
hope of a successful outcome can be attributed, to a great extent, to the complete cooperation
and Intensive coordination that existed among project personnel, contractorma and the interested
parties.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTPVE

Planning for the use of nuclear weapons in air defense requires knowledge of the way in which
the basic weapon outputs-blast, thermal radiation, and nuclear radiation-vary with the alti-
tude of detonation. The objective of the participation in Shot Yucca was to provide information
on the variation with altitude of the blast output by obtaining measurements of blast overpressure
versus distance at the highest altitude at which direct measurements of this kind were deemed
feasible. For the measurement of peak overpressure, primary reliance was placed on the meas-
urement of shock-arrival time, from which peak overprecsures may be computed by means of
the Rankine-Hugoniot equations. Lirect measurements of pressure-versus-time wave forms
were also desired as a secondary objective.

1.2 BACKGROUND

The feasibility of conducting a weapon-effect test at an altitude in the neighborhood of 100,00O
feet was studied by the Air Force Special Weapons Center (AFSWC) with the cooperation of the
Air Force Cambridge Research Center (AFCRC) during 1954 and 1955. After ezamining various
possible methods of deployment of a nuclear device with an instrument array accurately post-
tioned with respect to the point of burst, it was decided (Reference 1) that the method offering
the greatest probability cd success would be to deploy both the nuclear device and the telemeter-
Ing instrumentation array on a dragline from a single balloon.

A proposal for a test based on this method of deployment was presented to thi Armed Forces
Special Weapons Project (AFSWP) on 17 November 1955. In order to minismze development
time and cost, It was proposed to employ, so far as possible, thd same blaa-pressure teleme-
tering system previously developed for AFCRC by the Pacific ivision, Bendix Aviation Cor-
poration, and used successfully during Operations Buster-Jangle, Snapper, Ivy, Upshot-Knothole,
Teapot, and Redwing to measure blast pressures on arrays of parachute-borne gages.

During Shot 10 of Operation Teapot (Reference 2), detonated at an altitude of 36,645 feet, data
from the two closest parachute-borne canisters at slant ranges of 640 and 720 feet was lost due
to a brief blackout of the telemetering signal immediately after shot time. R a believed that
the blackout was caused by ionization of the surrounding air by prompt gamma radiation. Be-
cause the theory of this effect did not appear to be sufficiently well developed to permit a reliable
prediction of what the attenuation would be at much higher altitudes, or whether blackout could be
avoided by going to higher carrier frequencies for telemetering, it was decided that, as insmance
against loss of data, the instrumentation should provide for data storage and delryed telemetering.

The upper limit of the range of blast-pressure measurements was chosen on the basis that it
should be as close as possible, and still pro-tde a reasonable probability Wat the instrumentation
would survive the thermal and blast cnvtronment long enough, after the disappearance of the ex-
pected ionization blackout, to transmit at least the time of shock arrival. With an assumed yield
of 2 kt, a range of 750 feet was considered as the minimum for instrumentation of the type plan-
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11cd. FoX'r s",atiig test |atl% to 0Vc Yields and .altitudes, the -lo~1e of tho curve ,f pe.tk ie"w.-
sur, v'ersmuJi t.wuee Is .%I, toiprtAnt ,Cwttor. It w.s therefoh r constderet pr'erAblo to spread
th' linlited 11uilter k% lU 'nwurei'ts poM,•tssible over a fairly long Ntseline. r.ttwr thMin coelln-
tr"the thent it the lwore-limlted r'.nge o'f ovrrre..sures high e'n•lugh to be of dire•ct interest in
couti'etion with eteets on t.ar.'t.t AIn outer rant.g limit oatm .ut 3,000 feet was considered ade-
quate to es'tabli.h the general tr•.iti of the curve (tr overpr",ssure versus distance and not too
lo1g to be accotnntilated by the tpo•,qsed draglino deployment system.

Estimnted weights of the pro'\%sM instrumented canisters nuclear device, and commuand
sy,.tems, tog•ether with the known hod-versus-altitude capability o( the l28-fU-t tapeless poly-
ethylene halloon that had been .w.iectcd as the carrier, indicated that six instrumented canisters
would be clarried to approxinuteky the desired altitude. To allow for a margin of error In the
preliminary estituate od the cAnister weights, the number was reduced to five. The distances
from the burst were chosen to be -50, 1,050, 1,500, 2,100 and 3,000 feet, forming an approxi-
mately geometrical progression tween the end points.

1.3 THEORY

1.3.1 Sachs Sealing. Results from previous tests at lower altitudes indicated that the Sachs
scaling (Reference 3) gives an adequate representation of the effect of altitude of burst up to the
height of ShO 10 during Operatimn Teapot. This scaling law may be expressed as follows: IU
f(R) is the free-air peak overpressure at slant range R for a 1-kt burst in a homogeneous at-
mosphere at sea-level pressure and temperature, then the peak overpressure at slant range R
at the altitude h of the burst of a device of yield W is

P(R,h) = k f(kR. S) (1.1)

Where: k1 - P,(h)/ P.(o)

S = WtA

Pd(h) = ambient pressure at burst altitude

P.(o) = ambient pressure at sea-level in tie standard atmosphere to which the
function f(R) is referred (here taken as 14.70 psi)

If T(R) is the duration of the positive overpressure phase for 1 ki in the stanixd sea-level at-
mosphere, the Sachs scaling law for positive-phase duratlio may be written as

SRI e (o)TWtd(R,h) = • • •(hR/S) (1.2)
k c(h)(12

Where: c(h) - ambient sound velocity at burst altitude
c(o) - ambient sound velocity in the standard sea-level

atmosphere (here taken to be 1,116 ft/sec)

Shock travel time scales in the same way.
Thermal-radiation phenomena do not scale with either altitude or yield in the same way as

hydrodynamic motions. Therefore, the early stages of a nmclear explosion, during which there
is appreciable coupling between radiative transport and hydrixoynamic motion, cannot be expect-
ed to follow Sachs scaling. So long as the amount of energy emitted as thermal radiation during
these early, strongly coupled stages is small, this wiU have little effect on the hydrodynamic
motion at later times, when there is negligible coupling between radiation and hydrodynamics;
therefore, Sachs scaling should be applicable to the blast wave to a good approximation. If the
energy of the early thermal radiation is not a negligible fraction of the total yield, Sachs scaling
cannot be expected to be directly applicable. However, it may still be possible to retain the
form of Sachs -scaling and determine a correction factor to be applied to the yield to define an
effective blast yield Wh for insertion in Equations 1.1 and 1.2.

10
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1.33.2 V.mri.lthlon of .:irvetiv, lltl'st Yh+ld with Altitude. Iteferen'es 4 .uid 5 gIve an .slilroxi-
IIJtv 6h0'iort'thi.l1 trieat nie tift the 1titiiudt' dtepende.nice ol tihe effective l1L.,.t yield. It thnh'se CAl-

i.uAtiOIns, the Mt.%ge tft appret'e.lale r.dil.k.tiiti-hydr itynamic coupling is Ajsunivid to extewi~ to the
time at which the temper:ture at the shock front is about 3,000 K and the therinai rAdl.ation e-
nmitted prior to this time is assuined to iW' lost energy, so far as further proll.igation of the blast
uAve is concerned. On this imsls, the effcetive blast yield Is expressed as:

log (wh, W) . p(,- -) log (1-) (1.3)

Where: p(o) = sea-level density in the standard atmosphere
p(h) a ambient atmospheric density at burst altitude

* the fraction of the total yield that is emitted prior to the 3.000 K
shock stage in a sea-level burst

In Reference 4 the constant a was estimated to be about 0.01. The more detailed calculations
given in Reference 5 lead to a value of 0.0075. For the ambient conditions during Shot 10 of
Operation Teapot, the value of p(o)/p(h) was 3.57. For this case, Equation 1.3 gives Wh/W a
0.974 if a a 0.01 and Wh/W a 0.981, if o a 0.0075. In either case, the reduction in effective
blast yield is so muth less than the probable error of the actual yield that no observable depar-
ture from Sachs scaling was expected and, within the normal range of variability of blast pres-
sure measurements, none was observed. For the expected ambient conditions of Shot Yucca
the value of p(o)/p(h) is about 50. Equation 1.3 then gives a value of 0.61 for Wh/V if a a 0.01
and a value of 0.69 if a a 0.0075. The latter figure, with an assumed yield of 2 kt, was used in
makinrg preshot predictions for the purpose of choosing gage ranges and determining other pa-
rameters needed in the design of instrumentation.

Later and more detailed theoretical studies of the high-altitude burst problem (see, for ex-
ample, References 6 and 7) have led to the conclusion that Equation 1.3 probably overestimates
the effect of reduced amblent density by a rather large factor at altitudes above 100,000 feet.
Consequently, an equation of that form is now considered obsolete and is mentioned here only
because of Its use in preshot planning.

1.3.3 Effect of Difference in Altitude Between Burst and Gage. Equations 1.1 and 1.2 refer
to the case in which the overpressure is measured at the same altitude as the burst. It has been
found from measurements on parachute-bwne gages and aircraft at low to moderate shock strength
(L*e., ratio of overpressure to ambient pressure) that a satisfactory empirical correction for the
difference in ambient conditions between burst point and pge may be obtained by replacing the
ambient pressure at shot altitude, P,(h), with the ambient pressure at gage altitude, PW(z), in
defining the scale factor k that appears in these equations. In Equation 1.2 the sound velocity
at shot altitude, c(h), is to be replaced by the average sound velocity between burst and gage
altitudes. There is some question as to whether this method of correction is applicable at very-
low shock strengths and large differences in ambient pressure or at very-high shock strengths,
but it is probably sufficiently accurate for the present purpose, because it is a small correction
In any case, amounting to only 5 percent at the lowest canister.

1.3.4 Calculation of Peak Overpressure from Shock Velocity. At the closer gage locations,
where shock strengths and temperatures are high, the problem of pressure-gage calibration Is
a serious one. Although a calibration for effects of steady-state flow at appropriate Mach num-
bers has been carried out in a wind tunnel, as described in Appendix C, the peak overpressures
derived from shock-velocity measurements by means of the Rankine-Hugoniot equations are be-
lieved to be more reliable. The pertinent equations in a form suitable for application of the
National Bureau of Standards (NBS) thermodynamic tables for air (Reference 8) are as folowe:

/E/ - CONFIDENTIAL
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1', - (1.4)

Z, T,(Z .4 •' T.- (,6

Where: Subscript zero - reference to Ambient conditions aheAd of shock front

TABPLE 1.1 SHIOIK-VF.L(VITY FUNCTION VHRSVS SHOCK STRFNGTII

Amiltnt conditions T, = 2,5.4 K, P, = IS.AS nib. This table was computed
before the -hot, for the expected ambient pressure andl temperature. The
values given in the third column would not be sIgnificantly changed If the
actual ,anim•i'nt condIition., ,P 27. 1 nib, T* - 223.2 K had be•n used.

Shock Temperature g -I

K

230 0.0727 0.859
"2s0 0.4289 0.85?
270 0.8369 0.857
30( 1.511? 0.857

330 2.732 0.856
400 4.010 0.856
S00 6.65? 0.855
600 9.394 0.853

700 12.216 0.851
800 15.116 0.849
900 18.093 0.847

1.000 21.14 0.845

1.100 24.25 0.844
1.200 27.42 0.842
1,300 30.64 0.840
1,400 33.92 0.839

1,500 37.25 0.837

Subscript a a reference to conditions immediately behind the shock front
P a absolute pressure
p a density
T a absolute temperature
U = shock velocity
c w sound velocity

H a enthalpy
Z w compressibility factor , P/pRT
R gas constant for air

= Ps/Po

It is convenient to define a quantity a by the relation

H aP/p o -ZRT (1.7)

12
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Equatims 1.6 and 1.8, tog.ether with the NI•S tAbles, which give A and H as functions of tem-
perature and pressure, d.termine r? as a ftultion 4 4. This Is most conveniently found by
taking a se'uence of v.alues of the shock teW,*ratur* T" and computing approximate values of
4 by substituting the ideAl gas values, Z - I aknd a w 3.5, in Equations 1.6 AMd 1.8. Since Z
and a are only slightly dependent on the pres•sue In the range of Interest here, Z. and as
may be determined by entering the NBiS tables with the given values of Ts and the piessures
corrcsponding to the approximate values of I. Equations 1.6 and 1.8 are then solved for 4 and
q using these values of Zs and as. (U/We is then determined from Equation 1.4. For ambi-
ent conditions T# - 225.4 K, P* a 15.85 mb, t.le NBS value of the coefficient P./ps c in Equation
1.4 Is 0.71373. Values of the ratio ((U/•c-•11 (1-1) as a function of 1-1 calculated in this
way are given In Table 1.1. Even at the higest shock strengths with which we are concerned
here, this ratio differs very slightly from the ideal diatomic gas value of six sevenths.

in converting the measured average shock velocities over the intervals between canisters
into peak overpressures by means of the rr•'' given in Table 1., it will be assumed that the
interval velocity Is equal to the value of the instazneous velocity at the mid-point of the inter-
val. This assumption has been checked by nmerical integration, using the expected form of
the curve for peak overpressure versus distance, and found to be safficiently accurate for prac-
tical purposes within the range of intervals used here.

13
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Chapter 2
PROCEDURE

2.1 OPERATIOMS

Canister checkout, which bewan on D-7, was completed on D-1 when oscillograph record-
ings were made of simulated operations. At H-6% hours canisters were loaded in the deploy-
ment tube and a final check was made of the teiemeter receiving equipment. Balloon launch
was at H-31/ý hours, during the balloon ascent to burst zero position, the USS Boxer was pro-
ceeding to a point 30 miles north of predicted surface zero.

At H-7 minutes the canisters' transmitters and miniature-tape-recorder electronics were
turred on by command. At H-2 minutes, the first acoustic charge contained in Canister 5 was
to have been deployed and detonated (detonation to occur about 64 feet below Canister 5, since
the charge contained a 2-second delay fuze). At H-2 minutes and 10 seconds, the receiving-
station tape recorder was turned on to record telemetered acoustic arrival times from each
canister. At H-1I seconds, both oscillograph recorders were turned on and allowed to run
until H+ 3 minutes. One recorder registered the telemetered radio frequency, Including the
radio-frequency signal strength, from Canister 5, and the second recorder registered signal
strengths of the radio-frequency transmissions from Canisters 1, 2, 3, and 4, in addition to
recording the signal strength of the radio frequency emanating from the nuclear device. The
tape recorders in Canisters 1, 2, 3, and 4 were to be started at 11-10 seconds, and at H-9
seconds the second acoustic charge was to be released from Canister 5. A command tone at
11H-2 seconds was to have fired the Project 2.7 rocket contained in Canister 5, causing that
canister to swing approximately 25 feet from the vertical at zero time. The command at H-2
seconds also served to lock the command receiver out ot operation in Canister 5.

The receiving-station tape recorder started record .g telemetered canister data at H-2
minutes and 10 seconds and continuously recorded until canisters became inoperative. At any
time prior to the command at H- 10 seconds, canister power could have been turned off at
Canisters 1, 2, 3, and 4, and the canisters made ready for a new zero time. A battery life
of 30 minutes would tmus have permitted several delays.

2.2 INs1RUMENTATION

In addition to pressure transdc-ers, the canisters contained thermal-radiation sensors pro-
vided by Project 8.2, AFCRC, and nuclear-radiation instrumentation provided by Project 2.7,
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). Pertinent discussion of that instrumentation may be found £

in the respective project reports. A discussion of Project 1.10 instrumentation follows.

2.2.1 Canisters. As depicted in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, each canister was simply a right cir-
cular cylinder 10.25 inches in outside diameter. Canister lengths and weights are given in
Table 2.1. The lesigths and weights shown In the table include skirts which varied from canis-
ter to canister, depending upon the length of nylon dragline each skirt contained.

A ratio of approximately 2 pounds of instrumentation for each pound of structure was obtained
to meet the size and weight limitations necessarily Imposed by the balloon carrier system. The
use of batteries for internal heating was therefore limited. To achieve reasonable internal tem- I
peratures, even though canisters were exposed to ambient temperatures varying from -90 C to
-55 C, the canister skin consisted of %-inch styrofoam and 1-Inch fiberglass sheets covered
with an outside layer of heavy (40-mrl) aluminum foil. A 4'/ 2-pound pack of Yardney silver-cell

14
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'" e "q'0 L'.Attt'rles provht'd t.wianiat,'Ly 20 wAtts tit thermostatlcally controlled Internal hAL,.t, hi ,lt-
tion.s tilar heAtiln •j danisters helped MAlnt.Aill Internal temp~eratures estimated to be no lower
than 30 F. Actually, the skin configuratton atut aluminum-Noil surfaco were a comprnmise, be.
tween desired solar heatinit and required thermal-radiation protection at &ero time.

Mete~ Tooo Antenna

(pressure Port cro,.phon.

Canister No I

0 WMV.......
Photcell M 29 i 73i,..

I 3 I 4.081

Canister No. 2.3. and 4

M.R.L. lestru"Me Section

I-lao. 20,0004

-44.000

Canister No. 5

Figure 2.1 External configuration of canisters.

2.2.2 Telemetering. Each canister contained a Bendix TXV-13, 2-watt transmitter and a
variable-reluctance absolute-pressure transducer manufactured by Northam lmectronics Cow-
pany. As indicated in Table 2.1, basic data was to be supplied to transmitters through sub-
carrier oscillators, which ranged from 7.35 to 70.0 kc. The mixed outputs of the subcarriers
modulated the transmitter radio frequency, which was picked up by gound rcceivers tuned to
respective transmitter frequencies.

15
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,tI.QIioi. Itt 'tr Ill adi~tion to thet 1.111%, I~t'Orlttig of .11l six th'rin~ia n.stt'in ts it the
Cl Valliste'I .11 111tntvt.haek tithe data. ,'n a time -sharinit .irrauttien~~t V~roxigh the' 0.0-
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provided for data recording and playback into the Bendix: telemetering system via the 70.0-kcc
subcarrler oscillators.

On Canisters 1, 2, 4, and 5, a V/4-wave flexible steel antenna mounted off center on the top
of each canister provided excellent transmission. For reasons outlined in Section 2.2.5, the
steel antenna on Canister 3 was replaced with a dipole antenna constructed from the transmitter's
coaxial output line. The coaxial line was not allowed to contact the canister skin and was lashed
to the nylon dragline for support. During checkout of equipment of Projects 1.10 and 8.2 In prep-
aration for Shot Yucca, the miniature tape recorders exhibited an intolerable amount of noise in
the final stage of their playback amplification. Despite every effort by Project 8.2 personnel to
filter the noise and despite efforts by Project 1.10 personnel to eliminate its source, the antici-
pated signal-to-noise ratio of the recorder's playback system was approximately I to 1 on the
Project 8.2 portion of the recorder. The Project 1.10 portion of the recorder exhibited normal
operation during this checkout. in view of the fact that Project 8.2 personnel estimated that
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there WAs little chatwe of obtAining thermnal-raidiation datA from a tape recorder whose output
tnoise wAs compArANO to thlt' ttItpatted output signal, it was decided that the modified anti'11na,

whi•h pr•Ouced no apprccIaN*e rororder noise, was worth using, although there was probably

only an even chance As to whether the awtenna would be working after sero time.
Canister power was provided by a SV,-poutle pack of Yardney silver-ceol batteries, Types

HR-3, ltR-1, and HR-0I.

2.2.3 Remote-Command System. Since canister operations were timed relative to a flexible
zero time, a remote-command system was developed to regulate canister operations at slant
ranges of up to 100 miles. Considerable difficulty was experienced with the command system
during the preoperational trials before It was determined that radio frequency from the canister
transmitter was being radiated and conducted into the command receiver, causing the receiver
to shut frequency (Appendix A). Free use of filters and a copper-box shield for the receiver
eventually provided operations at sensitivities down to t/ pa.

The command transmitter was located in the receiving-station trailer and radiated approxi-

TABLE 2.1 CANISTER DATA

Function Canister
a 1 3 4 5

Length. Inches 34.625 39.?5 40.7S 42.75 44.500
Weigha, pounds 55.00 72.00 74.50 T5.75 84.00
Transmitter frequency. Mc 250.00 251.25 247.50 2S3.7S 256.25

Subcarrier oscillator frequencies:

Acoustic wave-arrival time
and zero Ume, ke 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50

Standard timing. kc 1.3S 7.35 7.35 7.35 7.35
Overpressmre. ke 14.50 14.50 14.50 14.50 14.50
Thermal radiation. ke - 40.00 40.00 40.00 -

7 - 70.00 70.00 70.00 -
Nuclear radiation, he - - - - 70.00

mately 70 watts from a whip antenna located on top of the trailer. The transmitter operated at
42.138 Me and was designed to transmit five tones, as indicated in Table 2.2.

-7 Command Tone D, to be transmitted at H-10 seconds to Canisters 1, 2, 3, and 4, and Tone
!, to be transmitted at H-2 seconds to Canister 5, locked Tone C out of operation at each can-
liter. Because the -antsters were designed to telemeter continuously after zero time, even
t/wugb they might be tumbling, the shock-sensitive relays In the command-receiver circuit
could not be permitted to turn oif canister power inadvertently. A 6-foot length of insulated
No. 18 copper wire, hanging from the bottom plate of each canister, served as the command-
receiver antenna.

2.2.4 Telemeter Receiving and Recording. The receivlng-station trailer was equipped with
seven Clarke receivers: five were tuned to canister-transmitter frequencies, one was tuned to
a Project 9.2a telemetered frequency emanating from the weapon package, and one served as a
spare. Outputs from each operating receiver, in addition to a 1,000-cycle timing reference,
were tape recorded on a seven-channel Ampex 800 for subsequent data reduction. Because the

immediate loss of radio-frequency signal strength from canisters at zero time provided record-
""Ings of zero time, the radio frequency being recorded from the weapon package served as a
backup zero-time reference. A Nems-Clarke preamplifier, connected between the helical re-
ceiving antenna and the receivers, provided a strong signal strength.

The subcarrier information and radio-frequency signal strength transmitted from Canister
5 was also recorded in real time on one of the ground-station oscillograph recorders. Real-
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rt'e lrti'd o al , t eco til t, %111t|,'%i',llg h t'i'lt-ievl' ld,

its lli.tytd h1vck via ,ln At\upe. 307' to lte rt','iVeliii-,-station tlt'iilinl,|tor. whit'h w'ould filter
the mtixetd su,, k',rlS MIA repIt'liu' t hti'v thre orglhllhl mothiatt~ling ,in.is, These ,ignali weret' It
ibe eId ,tu.mluat,,liv tht Iv.lnatlttt'.'e"rs tor osvilllogra'ilt rre'ordinlg. t-4 pr'essure-vi'r s-tls-tillt-
dtata. For the datai t',t ralatiol, thi discrhinhiator otvaput was tot be fed to tile Ampt'x 800, atd
the tapled infornation ot I hermnal and nuclear radiat ion wVs to it,' turned ov'e'r to Projects 8.2
anld 2.7, re,ýpectlvelv. Thel telenietered radtit frequencies, though recorded on a single tape,
Were to be played Kack ihlto thel diserlimntlator otnt at a litie. becutse the trailer contained onlly
one discrinlittator.

2.2.5 Canister Tape Recorders. A dual-type recorder-playback system was developed by
Project 8.2 for joint use of Projects 8.2 and 1.10. Developed under contract by Gulton Indus-

T.A\LY 2.1 C'OMMA.\lD rONS AND) TONE FUNCTIONS

Tone Tone Frequency Time of Initiation Function S
"cps

A 2,•;t. t1-7 min Turned on transmitter and minia-
ture tape recorder electronics.
Also closed NRL power circuit
in Canister S.

B 306-7 H-;! nMAO. .11"I Closed milcrophone circuit and
H-9 see fired acoustic charges.

C 321.0 - Capable of turning off canister
poter.

D 346.0 H-10 see Turned on tape-recorder motors
and locked tone C out of opera-
tion on Canisters 1. 2. 3, and 4.

E 36A.5 h--2 sec Fired the NRL rocket in Canister
5 and simultaneously cut the No.
S command receiver out of
operation.

tries, Inc., the miniature unit (8%/ inches In diameter, 7 inches long, and 11 pounds in weight)
was designed to record six channels of thermal-radiation data on one magnetic tape and one -

channel of pressure data on the other. Both tapes were driven by a common motor. (The reader
is referred to the Project 8.2 report for a description of the recorder's thermal-radiation opera-
tion. ) The overpressure unit recorded for 2% seconds at a tape speed of 15 in/sec and played
back automatically and continuously at the same tape speed into the canister transmitter. The
unit actually was to record the pressure pickup modulation of the 14.5-kc subcarrier, a 7.35-kc
timing signal, and a zero-time mark fed directly to the recording head. The timing signal was
supplied from a canister oscillator and permitted the monitoring of any variation in tape speed.
The zero-time pulse was supplied from a commercial photocell on Canisters 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Because pressure data was telemetered "live" from Canister 5, Project 1.10 utilized a zero-
time pulse produced by the instantaneous loss of radio frequency at zero time, in addition to a
zero-time pulse supplied by the NRL instrumerts.

The nuclear-radiation data to be measured in Canister 5 was similarly to be recorded and
"played back by a miniature recorder of another design. (The reader is referred to the Project
2.7 report for a description of that operation.)

The history of the miniature tape recorder is rather Involved but, nevertheless, demands
documentation. The recorders were designed as an integral part of the canister instrumentation,
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IkVT.11Olit k\ t~at ian corpor.itio'n it% t~iltt.Jtiiuaty ltl it wa di'termlitot.i Iky poto.~enhunei of
9 VVv . 10~ amti 4. Ulm thoy we'retl0 n Vet .tA1110t. ~IWUS0 tif minhanical m alfunctIioning .atil

Il"or ent.)tro'ici Nror 'thtnt Klectrt'tles~ L\1nipatky 4t Al~itd.'t, CalifornIia, was ioneduck
to Aq'•l' the jot1 of Improving the re.''irder. mIechant'eal klirgAti., while personnol l• t Projrects
1.10 and 8.2 worktAd lt',ether to Improve the rec'order electr"•vites. A system checkout of the
canister and nukdifted recorttrs was perfornted -At letetazl Aviation Corporation •turing the 3
weeks prior to ,,parture 4 Proj,'et 1.10 per.sonnel and the Project 8.2 recorder expert to the
Eniwett'k Prtwin,. Grottx| (EP0.

Miring the s.vsent oh'ckout. in which recorders aind canisters were operated under simulated
flight conditions in the altitude chamtwr. the canister transmitter was operated through a watt-
meter, rather than thrtugh the canister antentn (Appendix D). (rhe wattmeter had to be used •
because the canister was operating In a sealed chamber.) During bench checkouts, how-ever.
when :•n antenna could have been utilized (though not very conveniently), a wattmeter was again

employed to transmit canister radio frequency to the station receivers, located some 200 feet
from the laboratory. Under these test conditions, the canister-recorder system was adjudged
to be very satisfactory. and the project personnel hurriedly departed for dry-run commitments

- at the EPG.
During the routine checkout of the tape recorder in preparation for the first Instrumented

canister dry run. it was discovered that the canister antenna was radiating a minute amount of
radio frequency into the tape-recorder-playback amplifier system. The amount being radiated,
however, was m.ngMified through four stages of amplification, until the recorder output had a
noise level of 6,000 to 7,000 volts. Personnel of Project &2 made free use of radio-frequency
chokes and filter circuits and shielded each lead connected to the recorder. In this manner the
output noise level was reduced to approximately 2 to 3 volts. The level of the recorder signals,
however, was also expected to be approximately 2 to 3 volts.

When it was finaUy concluded that no further modifications could be performed on the recorder,
except under closely controlled laboratory conditions, and that little could be done about modify-
ing the canister antenna system, it was decided to replace the antenna for Canister 3 with a spe-
cial dipole, as discussed in Section 7-2.2.

2.2.6 Special Instrumentation. In order to compute peak overpressures to an accuracy within
5 percent, it was necessary to know canister separation distances to within I percent. The
stretch and creep characteristics of the nylon dragline necessitated a measurement of canister
separation distances just prior to zero time. This meas.-ement was to be accomplished by gen-
erating an acoustic wave from a %-pound TN- charge expelled and detonated 2 seconds after
release from Canister 5. Two such charges were to be released, the first at H-2 minutes and
the second at H-9 seconds. A microphone on the bottom of each canister was to register acoustic-
wave arrival times, which were to be telemetered to the receiving station. This information, to-
"gether with ambient temperature provided by radiosonde, would have enabled the distances to be
computed.

A rigorous static-load test on identical dragline material was also performed during the
can'ster-development period in order to have additional knowledge of canister separations. This
data was to serve as backup information in case of a malfunction of the acoustic system.

2.2.7 Calibration. Calibration of the canister electronics is basically a calibration of the
data sensor, subcarrler oscillator, and telemeter transmitter performing together under con-
ditions of known data Input, that is, a known input causes a certain subcarrier frequency output.
In the case of the canister pressure circuit, shock-box calibration of a sufficient number of
pressure inputs to plot a curve was performed, for each canister, in the contractor's plant.
Similar, but less comprehensive, calibrations were performed on the thermal- and nuclear-
radiation Instruments at the contractor's plant and at the EPG. For those instruments, however,
primary calibration centered on the data-sensing instruments, rather than on the instrument-
subcarrier-transmitter system.
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RESULTS

At about H-2t' minutes, a la•rge drop in voltage occurred In the power supply line to the
receiving-station trailer. The drop was only momentary, but the current surge on recovery
was sufficient to throw the protective circuit breakers in the command transmitter. A delay of
the shot was requested imm,,diately, in order to locate and remedy the aifficulty. However. a
command decision was made to fire at the previously determined H hour. As a result, the com-
mand transmitter was inoperative, the acoustic charges could not be fired, and the canister tape
recorders could not be turned on. Therefore, no delayed telemetering wAs possible. •

.he Ionization blackout at zero time quenched the radio-frequency signal from all canisters
btclow the threshold of detectability. The subsequent behavior of the signal from the individual
canisters was as follows:

Canister 1: Range was about 758 feet. No radio-frequency signal was regained at any time.
Canister instrumentation is presumed to have been destroyed or inacilvated by the shock-sensitive
command relays.

Canister 2: Range was about 1,062 feet. Signal recovered to detectable level at about 3.2 S
seconds, reaching approximately prer:,ot level at aLout 4.65 seconds. Signal strength varie-.
because of tumbling, damage, or both, but would presumably have transmitted data if canister
recorder had been In operation.

Canister 3: Range about 1,517 feet. A barely detectable sIgnal began to be received at about
1.05 seconds. Signal strength was small and variable, never reaching the level needed for sub-
carrier discrimination. 1t is believed that the dipole antenn.a on this canmster was damaged be-
yond the point oi effective operation.

Canister 4: Range was about 2,124 feet. This canister WaJ not responded to the turn-an com-
mand signal before power failure occurred; therefore, no signal was received at any time. In-
terference from the voice countdown retwork and the command transmitter gave an indication of
signal strength pr!or to shot time. Another attempt to activate power was beinit made lust as the
power surge occurred.

Canister 5: Range was about 3,028 feet. Detectable signal recovery began at about 0.09 see-
ond. Subcarrier discrimination bga.n at about 0.19 second. Signal strength remained strong
until about 1.39 seconds, then began decreasing. Subcarriera were lost at aout l.A21 seconds.
Radio-frequency signal was subuequently regained in short burst- until recording was stopped at
about H+3 minutes.

A tracing of the directly telemetered pressure record from Canister 5 Is shown in Fijure 3.1.
The pertinent data on the apparent shock arrival shown on the trace is presented In Table 3.1.

Additional information on the telemetry blackout is given in Appendix D.
From radiosonde data provided by the USS Boxer, the ambient temperature at burst altitude

was -48 C and at Canister 5 It was -52 C. In interpreting the observed travel time, a mean
temperature of-50 C will be used with a corresponding sound velocity of 983 ft/sec.

3.2 CANISTER RANGES

In the absence of acoustic range data, It is necessary to use the estimated stretched length
of the nylon draglines to determine the ranges. Data has been provided by the Materlais Test-
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Figure 3.1 Trace of direct telemetering, Canister 5.

Ing Laboratory. WADC, an elongation vermss load and time for the 1,000-pound test nylon braid
used between Canisters 2, 3, 4, and 5, and for one load (276 pounds) on the 1,500-pound test
nylon braid used between the nuclear device and Canister I and between Canisters I and X.
ome extrapolation, using the 1,000-pound curve as a guide, has been necebsary to estimate

the elongation of the 1,500-pound line under the actual loads (379 pounds between weapon and

TABLE 3.1 OBSERVED DATA FROM CANISTER S

Ambient pressure, Pe - 27.4 mb - 0.39? psi
Peak sbock overpressure, A5PI - 0.141 psi
Time efarrivad. I - 1.163 see

Canister 1, 320 pounds between Canisters I and 2). The ranges given in the preceding section
are the ranges at zero time. computed from the WADC data taken at 3% hours after deployment.
At this time, the creep rate of the nylon line bad settled down to a small value, so that the ezact
time under load is not important.

The free-fall distance at the time of apparent shock arrival at Canister 5 is 21 feet, gtvlng
a range of 3,049 feet for this canister at that Ume.
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DISCUSSION

The pressure wave foxrm sholwn in Figure 3.1 is distinctly atypical. in that pressure did not de-
Crease behiri the bhtwk front but, instead, appeared to increase slightly up to 0.26 second alter
shock arrival time. at which point the canister signal wAs lost for the second time. It Is con-
ceivable that the increase in apparent pressure behind the shock front could have been caused
by changing orientation of the canister, On the other hand, It is also possible that the canister
instrumentation suffered radiation or thermal damage and the apparent pressure signal was
actually an artifact caused by malfunctioning of some circuit component.

The calculated travel time to a range of 3,019 feet, computed by modified Sachs scaling for
the prevailing ambient conditions, is shown as a function of effective blast yield, Wh, in Figure
4.1. The observed travel time of 1.163 seconds implies an effective blast yield of about 3.5 kt.
The accepted yield of the device used in this shot wras about 1.7 kt. The value used for the elon-
gation of the nylon dra-line may be slightly in error, but no reasonable assumption regarding
th's factor will reduce the computed effective blast yield below the rated yield, since even if we
use the unrtretched length of the dragline, the value for computed effective blast yield will be
1.84 ki.

The peak overpressure calculated by modified Sachs scaling for a range of 3,049 feet is shown
as a function of effective blast yield in Figure 4.2. As indicated In Figure 4.2, the observed value
of .AP corresponds to an efiective blast yield of about 0.46 kt. iN the range was less than the as-
sumed 3,049 feet, the computed effective yield would be even smaller. Thus, no reasonable as-
sumptions as to range errors will secure mutual consistency between the observed time of arri-
val and peak overpressure. We must conclude, therefore, that either the observed pressure
signature does not constitute a valid blast-pressure measurementor the concept of Sachs scaling
with an effective blast yield is not applicable at the altitude of this shot.

A possibility that must be considered Is that the absorption of thermal radiation ahead of the
shock front raises the temperature of the air sufficiently so that it Is not legitimate to use the
preshot ambient temperature in computing travel times. Nf we take 0.46 kt as the largest value
of the effective blast yield that can be reconciled with the observed peak overpressum e, the cal-
culated time of arrival at 3,049 feet, in a -50 C atmosphere, is 1.811 seconds. To reduce this
to the observed value of 1.163 seconds would require a mean ambient temperature of +268 C,
I.e., a mean temperature increment of 318 C. This Is out of the question, since It may be eas-
ily calculated that to raise the temperature of a sphere of air 3,000 feet in radius at the altitude
of this shot by 318 C would require an energy absorption (at constant volume) of about 2.72 x 1013

joules, or 6.5 kt. I Is believed that the most-probable explanation is that the apparent pressure
signal is an artifact caused by some kind of damage to the instrumentation.

In this connection it will be recalled that, because the appropriate command signals had not
been transmitted, Canister 5 still contained the two %-pound TNT charges that were to have
been dropped and fired before zero time to provide an a-oustic measurement of the distances
between canisters, and the small rocket that was to have been fired to deflect this canister out
of line with the others for the purposes of the Project 2.7 nuclear-radiation measurements. It
is conceivable that thermal radiation may have cooked-off the squibs that released the TNT
charges, the charges themselves, or the deflection rocket, and thus produced a spurious over-
pressure signal. Admittedly, it Is difficult to explain the comparatively long duration of this
overpressure on this hypothesis unless it is also assumed that the instrumentation was damaged
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traiti'iiiittt' the lire~s'uro ,Iuoal
A.4 inIdi¢,tcI In FIgurig ,' '.rdtio-frt'•lienry carrier sIgnA1 stre'ngth from Canister S Iht,'gta

tit decre~ase .at A time 4f .iNvt .)39 stvads ava the pressure xuhe~rrier chinnel went into notiste
abt'ruiptly At A tuie -. 1.421 s,'et'ids. Ily rferrilig to Figure 4.1 it may be seen that these times
ctrrs•rsixt re,•js ttv03y to ¢cleutatd %,tfiLetive blast ylelds 0 1.74 kt anmt 1.36 kt. Thus it we
As.s.umne that the true .Nck-Arrival tinm •ocurred somewhere within this Intervial, the effective
IMl~ast yihldl cnnlt hIve differ'd greatly froix the actual yheld.

In this zaui•,,tton it s.,l.xh be neted thAt theoretical calculAtions by the Naval Ordnance Labo-
ratkw'y (Refertnce 9). using the mthexs o. Reference 7, give a calculAted time of arrival at
Canister No. 5 of 1.42 seconds. agtreeirg precisely with the observed time at which the subear-
rler chrannel information was cut off.
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Chopter 5

CONCLUSIONS and RECOMENDATIONS
5.1 CONCLUSIONS

The ambguitles in interpretation were pointed out in the preceding discussion; therefore,
the vdny possible conclusion is that no definitive blast information was obtained from Shot Yucca.
9 !w% time at which the subcarrier signal went into noise can be identified with shock-arrival
time, an effective blast yield at the altitude of this shot equal to 0.92 times the actual yield is
Indicated by this one piece of questionable evidence. The long duration of the telemetry black-
out at the closer canisters and the possibility of preshock damage to the instrumentation in
Canister 5 suggest that the radiation environment-nuclear, thermal, or both-was more
severe than had been expected from preshot estimates.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS

Because a complete set of backup instrumentation was on hand, Project 1.10 subsequently
recommended that a second balloon shot be scheduled during Operation Hardtack. For the see-
era shot the distance to Canister I would have been increased, because the permanent loss of
"signal from this canister indicated that there would be little chance of obtaining data from the
original distance, whether the canister tape recorder was in operation or not. The difficulties
with the canister tape recorders discussed in Section 2.2.5 refer to the thermal radiation side
of the recorder, which used amplitude modulation (AM) recording, but not to the blast pressure
side of the recorder, which used frequency modulation (FM) recording. There were, therefore,

.- • -. ood reasons to believe that, so far as the Project 1.10 blast measurements were concerned, a

.secod shot would have succeeded In providing the data necessary to meet the objectives. How-
ever, on the basis of other considerations, this recommendation was not accepted.

Even if the accidental circumstances of loss of power at the command transmitter at the
"critical moment are discounted, the available evidence suggests that telemetering of data from
points dose to a very-high-altitude nuclear burst is a problem of even greater difficulty than
had anticipated. R is therefore recommended that, If a similar test Is scheduled in the
fuarme, consideration be given to the use of self-recording blast-pressure Instrumentation con-
"tained In buoyant canisters to be recovered from the sea after the shot. The experience of other
Hardtack projects Involving Instrument recovery at sea may be expected to provide valuable in-
formation as to the relative merits of telemetering and recovery of self-recording instrumenta-
tion. Such a test could be carried out from a small carrier in the open ocean, entirely independ-
ent of any regularly scheduled test series at the ZPG.

oI
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Appendix A
FIELD TESTS

A-1 PI't'IV(ltV11A'I.10 . ii Vvs., it*- .%rit's, in 'ahit-h the 11,-udix rvv'i~or %istm-

in .l:i~' lV~7 ~ ~iti~'~* ~u,,,%I, the' canistern live-lell on %lelovnsent, anid noIn Marh 07, rott~p- vn(,ers%%ve imn n Jitt was obtaine'd trmou tMat flight. it %%ax conclu~ii'd,conjunction umith Project 9.2.b (AVCt1~1C Held tv~s t5j ho'uever. that the commniuni- ceiver pr'oblem ua, ;it
Sim Anig'lk,, Tect~s. The h.%s'tily cntructed vanlzttcni last resolved, and another series of Nkloon flight., %~as
banttierk a telemeterd sh.ystekni,%%t-vr tranmitc d actlawchduled (or Januaryv in V'ernalis. California. The
bat there %ntic, tlvo~ett, th kro n rnst's aot~mittrodu- decision was madtke, at this time, that Btendix would
pn hoe, endir ffiht ii cm.microblersti aouibs mr.icro- have to furnish commandl rceivors if the proje'ct were
pihons prialNor. Tw %visnic blamin sqib wratn to meet its commitment.
flight. with the last casnister on the dragline containing During the first 'seek of January 1958, flight tests
the squibN. Baro switches detonated the squibs at *I- were initiated at Veanailis Naval Air Station. Vernalta,
titudfes from 20.000 to 70,000 feet. Na cocusv d.A California. After two inconclsive flights were con-
was obtained from the acoustic-wave distance- measur- ducted with dummy canisters instrumented only with a
Ing technique, because the 4h-namotor in the telemeter transmitter, command receiver. dry-cell batteries,
systemn generated mechanica'l vibrations. which caused tra-ititting antenna, and :. 6-toot-long receiver anten-
too much background noise on the microphone. During na attached to the bottom of the canister, four consecu-
the tests, it was also determined that the canister* lv* successful flights were obtained with instrumented
were subjected to g loads that varied from 2.0 to 3.5. canstrs The smaller balloons used at Vea-nails ob-
depending upon the canister'sa position on the dragline. tamued altitudes of 69,000 feet. On the longest flight

The second series of canister flights took place at obtained, the command system functioned perfectij at
San Angelo durtrg October 1957. A complete string of a range of 117 miles. At that particular range, the
12ve Instrumented canisters was available, and testing canister was well below line of sight from the command
centered on the command system purchased from C. G. transmitter, because tI. miuster was descending by
Electronic Company (a subsidiary of Gulton Industries. parahute@ and was onlly 3 minutes (approxlimately 5,000
Inc.). During the tests, an antenna coupler permitted feet) from impact with the ground.
the %4-wave transmitting antenna to be used as a re- The four canisters had Internal heating blankets.
cavingiii antenna for the canister's command receiver, which radiated approximately 20 watta of power. With
After several unsuccessful balloon flights and many amblet air temperature an average of-SO0 C, the in-
helicopter flights (tn which a canister was lowered ap- ternil temperature average was 12.5 C. (On one flight
proximately SO feet from the helicopter and flown at Son Angelo am internald temperature of 17 F was rv-
abSout the countryside), the tests were suspended until corded 10 minutes after the balloon had reached flight
the C.G. Electronic Company delivered a more- altitude at approxlimately 87.000 feet. During the flight.
elaborate receiver of a new design. At this time, a no Internal heating was supplied prior to initiation of the
basic command- receiver circuit was borrowed from canister'sa transmitter 10 minutes after it reached max-
Project 9.2a (Sandia Corporation) so thatt Bendix Avia- imum altitude. On that flight the canister transmitter
tion Cori'oration could, In the interim, produce a back- was accidentally Initiated by the opening shock of the
up receiver for the tests scheduled for December. dragline parachute daring coldowr, rather than by the

From 29 Novenber until 17 December 1957. canis- command system.)
ters were flown from balloons and helicopters with the After the four successful flights at Yramaha, the
sarne consistent lack of success. After exhaustive command system was adjudged to be reliable. It Is
lasts and modifications on the receiver, canister, an noted that, during the field tests, only the Project I.M
receiver antenna, It was determined that the canister eupmefit was tested.
antenna was radiating and conducting radio frequency
Into the receiver, causing the receiver to shift fre- A-2 OPERATIONAL DRY RUNS
quency. After radio-frequency and coaxial filters were Project 1.10 participated in the Yucca dry run of
applied to the C. G. Electronic and the Bendix receiv- $ April at the EPG with one Instrumented canister. In-
era, In addition to enclosing the receivers in a copper strumentation to be checked lincluded: photomultiplier
shield, the Bendix receiver was determined to be the unitt with neon flasher (Project 8.2), miniature tape re--
more reliable of the two, On the last balloon flight of corder (Projects 1.10 and 8.2). command system, to-
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Wv l.~d o the vallsýe 1.6ne dI ioIsi evoth I'tther coint'llioln rnit%, lelvluetlng xvojetilo t'oeksri. VAU o,
1.114" %%Iatc the iN smnm.t 'i or beias'1% %:koIX -'d a~ s tko N,. the iteniv itere front P114vlvg I. li. owelit the NR!. dukll-VitI%!rvJe i~htt.'tV11%V. Vhere is AUl'. A .t'ivthatt tiy unit itohicb %as trtm Proect't 2.7.the vanttsi tta i.nsi~tier t [ikt.I u.tdtion. tuN, ycn- rho lost snas allltou M) percenot imuevo's..uid. rho to-1,tr'Aaus c~j'%%srd to .1 rtint i.,iumll oo depkI01 ii'sit. lehileter i'ii.tezn of ioliste. 5 uniled pronr to the itirsIA 1.inti~tt ttistumitteniii. denitcatv to the n-v woi4-4 sch',hiltNI lIt-hsur q I loto). Btoth c-iniittei's hand Neen cW11*on .1 .jApril %%as iuccesfultv oi'erat.iteut ou the dit- run of nuttootle, .ttter the IfhtO-houar launch, it 1117. .ind aigain6S April. TN- cintimser sits cominitnde,1 tin AIMt ViT A as 12.h holurs. The canister tnrinsntttters funtionhetdtotul cof eight utoms inluotud thte ttwet of the firit p't-revil) on those tuo omasios. rh' hulloos inltitudleIt ham r I 11401. A tol tsIhiterv life of .14 otinuwrs %%as as LI.' hours tins etm.imot~d to hoabiiout 7.0,004 feet.lo"%iie until the sxnii.ter l~iitIinto the oce Al. It Front check of the telemeteriett rreeors from CannisterAt.4* noted thnt the telenteer m stem functionet Aide- I atu fronm visual obwervitionis inboird theo V~ ~ryitieli .turaiog the vcini..ter~s tire-fall !". cert. both canisters Aiero commnto.i.-4 suceiesfullv during the-ianic the Imt -te Ole o ~hckosut pr-ior delaved It-hour 11353). The firing of the NRL rocketto the flight of St April. uitkas diicoverv..j th~t thie catn- .ind at least a"s acoustic charge aas confirmed b 'y per-iýter aintennau *s creating radio- frequt ncy interfer- sauonet aboard the USBoser. The acoustic pulse,ecie. in thie miniature recorder' s platiback syst-em. 

-eiae rmteYpwicag eesed from Can-%%ith the ecepio of the tpe-rt *re nos.~ C~ie l can ter 3 wA-* recorded on the microphone of Caninster 1.istuer anid components funetioned perfectl ' Tberefore. with the oexception of the telemeter failureOn 14 April a canister with instrumentation id~entical of 5laaster 5. the canisters appeared to function nor-to the prerious canisters as, flosat auccessfujll~. Each mat, . Alt..ough the loss of the trnnansi~tter or trants-of the conipornents functioned perfectly. except for the nt 4L ýZ Antennal compromised the complete success ofexcessive noist exhibited ber the tape recorder. t" Blight. the probletm was considered to be a rare oc-On 18 April two canisters mere flow-n for the Yucca currence. During previocus tests. the transmitter-
antenna system proved to be very reliable.
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Appendir 8
CANISTER EN VIROt/MENTAL CHECKOUT PROCEDURE

The laboritory checkout procedure listed in outline electronics were extensive it comparison to the basila
below was actually, a minor portion of the total lab- checkout listed below. Appeanix B Is Included to In-
oratory checkout. The moditications and testing per- dicate the scope sad natare of laboratory tests t~ist
formed on the minature tuep recorder and the canister were continually carried cut.
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Appendix C
.IND -TUNNEL CAL/ORATIONS of CANISTER PRESSURE GAGES

t/%,vau.s'e of the di.,ttt'a.uie of the tHow C~ausod by t00 n•h..k-ovrpro•.•n r weasuiements is pi e.entM. in
prt•s.ence•¢, of the c.inisttr. the p.essure as m.ne'aured at RIfervrneo I0.

a pre'sutre-input port at a given point on the botd. of Although the c'orrection it the shock Mrongth actuilly
the -lei|oter may ditfer appreciably from the five-flold existing at Canister S is negligibly small. the complete
p'e..uri, particularly at high shock-prossuro ratios. calibration curves arc presentefi in Fliureo C.1 for pos-

It the flow hNyond the shock front ti assunted to have sible titurv reference In case canislers of .nmil.tr con-
the -a-.o configuration as that %hihh %ould exist In fiurAtIon should be used again for blast-pt.s.4ure

1.3 4

30toAeei flow a.ti fe

I.,
f-.

4 S': ,3.4

rCealse" Wes. /"S.9- 1 I.$70 L4410

&A* &614• To 4I70 L474
S 4.3741 1.84

-•......:•.:.'../ % ! ~ ~~I I !I It's I~l IIIII•I

Figure C.1 Peak overpreuwre correcton curves.

steady flow at the same Mach number, a calibration for meaauzremeaft. The curves are presented in the form
this effect may be carried out by static-pressure mesa- of APS/hPg as a fuaction of &Pg/P#. where AP, Is the
urementi in a wind tunnel. This has been done with free-field peak overpressure, APg Is the Faak over-
1/16.4-scale models of the canisters in the 6-by-4-inch pressure as measured by the canister gage. and Ps is
supersonic wind tunnel at WADC. at Mach numbers the amblent absolute pressure. in the figure legcnd,
ranging from 0.159 to 0.656 In the subsonic range and 4/d is the distance from the front face of the canister
from 1.502 to 2.252 in the supersonic range. to the pressure-input ports expressed in diameters,

* The theory necessary to convert the wind-tunnel and i/d is the overall length-to-diameter ratio.
pressure measurements into correction factors for
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